Mother Earth and ME – Virtual Retreat - November 14-15, 2020
Speakers and Topics
Camilla Blossom

Camilla is a messenger for the wisdom of the Grandmothers – sacred
feminine Creative Source energy of Mother Earth. Elementals speak
through her.
During key points in her life, a nature elemental magically appeared to
guide her path and purpose. Each mystical meeting opened a new door:
fairies and devas taught her about healing with flowers and trees and how
to make flower essences, mermaids taught her how to honor and care for
sacred water, gnomes assisting in creating a Findhorn-like nature
sanctuary with a unicorn Garden, and dragons and Goddess Pele initiated
her into passionate fire teachings at an active volcano in Hawaii.
She awakened into beautiful states of Oneness and discovered that human
medicine – love, tender care, joy, peace, compassion – is what Mother
Earth needs most.
Camilla Blossom, Earth School
CamillaBlossom.com

Grandmothers Wisdom & Guidance
Delight in receiving a joyful attunement and wisdom teachings from Mother Earth through the
ancient sacred feminine spirit of the Grandmothers. We will circle in Council with the 13
Spirit Grandmothers and create a sacred space to access their wisdom and guidance for
ourselves. Receive attunements of the Grandmother energies, frequencies, and
awareness for consciousness expansion, energy replenishment, and to feel a greater
sense of peace.
Attune to Elementals of Mother Earth
Elementals are the voices of Mother Earth. When we connect with these powerful and magical
elemental source beings of fire, earth, air, water, and ethers our ability to hear the
callings of the earth, and our soul, grows stronger and stronger. We will share practices
to help deepen our sense of embodying the elementals and rooting into the landscape
so we can stand stronger in our service as protectors, nurturers, and caretakers of the
earth.
Camilla Blossom, Earth School
CamillaBlossom.com
Floyd Striegel

Floyd Striegel was born and raised in the rural area of the Midwest. After
serving in the military and assigned to SE Asia, and upon his return, he
eventually migrated to California where he resides today.

His life was spent in nature and once he discovered the High Sierra, it was
there that he spent weeks and months alone in isolation on a personal
quest to heal and awaken to a deeper purpose. What he discovered there
led to his re-engagement with people, communities, and healing modalities.
In 2006, he ventured into Africa where he was greeted and adopted by holy
men and holy women, adopted into villages and tribes, initiated and
greeted as one of their own.
In 2014, Cultural Bridge Foundation (501c3) was created to support the
indigenous villages, tribes, and cultures in 3rd world countries. This support
includes food, water, education, housing, medical, solar implementation,
and other community based engagement projects.
In return, he holds the vision of bridging the culture, community, wisdom,
and spiritual healing arts of the indigenous peoples with the West.
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=639198623401267
The Divine Feminine
Floyd will share on the awakening to the sacred feminine energy on our planet. All
people carry both male and female energies. At this time, it is very important that
everyone awakens and balances the Divine Feminine in their body and life.
Floyd will share about his awakening with stories from his encounters with
healers, the earth, and indigenous people.
Marshall Jack - “Golden Eagle”

Marshall was born in Bishop, CA and now currently lives in Kauai, Hawaii. Marshall served in
Viet Nam from 1972-1980. He is now a Paiute Elder, Wisdom Keeper, Ceremonial leader,
healer and visionary. He is also an Ancient Skull Carrier (Grandmother Golden Eagle). His
skull is known as “GOLDIE”.
Marshall is the Founder of Medicine Water Wheel Ceremonies. He conducts healing and
clearing, ceremonies in many lands including South America. He offers instruction for others to
teach others to build a sacred Water Wheel.
include South America. His private practice now includes “Ancestral Lineage Healings”, Land
and home clearing and Sweat lodge.
Marshall is an active volunteer to support to several spiritual groups around the world in
nurturing their connection to the Elements and Mother Earth.
Email: keepthewatersflowing@gmail.com
Phone # (775) 267-7792
FB: Marshall Jack
Water Wheel Ceremony
Golden Eagle will teach us about the power of building a Water Wheel. The
Ceremony is a gathering of people dedicated to the healing of the waters.
Utilizing crystals in a sacred geometry altar placed on the land. By using our
unique abilities to transfer energy, we create an intention of purification for the
waters in our lands. Crystals are blessed and then are placed into the earth, thus
transferring crystalline energy to the waters in our lands.
Golden Eagle will share stories, prayers and songs from his Indigenous background.
We will reconnect with Mother Earth and all of her precious life. We are all
stewards and caretakers of the Garden we call Gaia. Come experience a
powerful re-connection and build your relationship to the Earth herself.

Laurie Reyon & Master Cat Puddah (Seth)

Reyon is an internationally known Inter-Species Communicator and Soul Healer. Reyon’s gift allows her
to speak to the animals and the Angels and translate their messages to humanity. She recognizes the
Cetaceans as the ancients Beings and Master Healers on this planet. Reyon works in sacred partnership
with Master Cat Puddah, and the Whales and Dolphins.
Reyon is a collaborating author of the bestselling book: "Whales and Dolphins Forever" (Available on
Amazon.com). Reyon is a film maker and in June of 2015 released their amazing new and
transformational film “Ascension Guidance – Living in Your Sacred Heart.” This is the first film ever
created by a human and a Master Cat that shares her wisdom with the world about consciousness and
the next step in our evolution.
Her work includes boat trips and retreats to interact with wild and free dolphins and whales, where she
translates the messages of the Cetaceans for everyone. She also facilitates retreats and workshops in
many locations where people can swim with the dolphins and whales. Reyon is the creator of the Whale
& Dolphin Energy Light Medicine work and School. The Dolphin and Whale Energy Medicine creates a
Crystalline Matrix in the human form, activating dormant DNA and allowing the human to carry more
Light, thus preparing them for Ascension.
Reyon is an Animal Communicator and teacher, a certified Akashic Records Consultant, a Life Path
Intuitive and a Telepathic teacher. She offers an individualized Spiritual Coaching and Healing program
entitled “Coaching into Consciousness”.
Laurie Reyon is the founder and President of the Dolphins Love Kids Boat Trip program. Dolphins Love
Kids is a non-profit organization that gifts free seats to children and teens to participate in a boat trip to
experience wild and free dolphins and whales. See
DolphinsLoveKids.org
Laurie Reyon is certified to teach the Munay-Ki, Shamanic Rites of Passage and Initiation. The Munay-Ki
are the nine great rites of the Peruvian Shaman which clear and create your Luminous Light Energy
Body.
Reyon has been named “Standing Whale Mother” by the Native Americans and she brings the wisdom
and healing energies of the whales and the dolphins to the people, guided by Spirit and the energy of

Master Cat Puddah. Reyon has recently received information from the Whales and Dolphins on how to
use their energy to activate and calibrate the HUMAN DNA and assist the humans in preparing for
Ascension.
In 1994 she suffered an accident with complications and ultimately experienced a radiant Near-Death
Experience during which she actually died for six minutes. She subsequently lived in Baja Mexico where
she began interacting with the local dolphins and whales, being taught their wisdom and writing their
stories and prayers.
Reyon is a steward for many authentic, monatomic, healing Andara Crystals.
Currently, Reyon and Master Cat Puddah work as an Ascension team. They operate the OmniDimensional Mystery School in Oceanside, CA.
Reyon & Master Cat Puddah have a monthly radio show where they offer messages, healing meditations
and processes to the audience. See McLeanMasterworks.com and visit our Media Page to listen to past
shows.
LaurieReyon.com
Master Cat Puddah “Seth”
Master Cat Puddah is an Ascension Guide, Wisdom teacher and an aspect of the Ancient Soul of Seth.
Seth is a Master Healer and is dedicated to assisting humanity at this time of great transformation. This
Soul has incarnated into the body of a cat five separate times during Laurie Reyon's life and continues to
work in sacred partnership through their telepathic connection. Each time Master Puddah has brought
Reyon many gifts; including wisdom, great healing, remembrance of her star lineage and the gift of
telepathy. Master Puddah was instrumental in teaching Reyon to speak telepathically to the dolphins
and assisting her in becoming a “voice” for the Dolphins. At present, “Master Puddah” is incarnated as a
female cat whose greatest joy in life is to assist others in raising their vibration through her teachings
and healing energy. Master Puddah – Seth asked Reyon to assist her in making the film “Ascension
Guidance – Living in Your Sacred Heart.” During 2018 she assisted Reyon in creating the teaching
manuals for the Whale & Dolphin Energy Light Medicine School. Seth continues to channel Galactic
wisdom through Reyon and together they teach many metaphysical and healing classes and webinars.
Master Puddah Quote: “I bring Awareness or Remembrance of Love from the Creator and One Source. I
give birth to a Higher Love whenever that intent is given or allowed for in my presence.”

Reyon will share on the teachings of the Medicine Wheel and the process and power of
Opening Sacred Space.
They will share on the power of Animal Totems and connecting to your Animal Spirit
Guide. The animals are the greater body of healers and teachers.
Reyon will share wisdom and messages from the Ancient Great Whales and exciting
information about the return of the Dragons.

They will share on the history of the Mer people and our connection to the Dolphins.
Seth will take us back in time and share the journey of the Origin of Water on Earth.
Seth will take us on a trip into Hollow Earth. Hollow Earth is a 5D reality and there is
much to experience and remember about our planetary brothers and sisters.

Speakers will share on the power of forgiveness, atonement and Ho O Pono Pono.

